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Background
Lexical tones have been found to coarticulate with the preceding and following tones
in tone languages (tonal coarticulation, or TC; e.g., [1, 2]):
For example,

H offset + target tone → H offset + ↑target tone
L offset + target tone → L offset + ↓target tone

In addition, such variations can influence listeners' perceptions (e.g., [1, 3])
The same surface tone is:

perceived as lower when preceded by a higher tone offset.
perceived as higher when preceded by a lower tone offset. → normalization

Question: How do tone language users maintain faithful tone perception under TC?

Previous findings [1, 4] Beijing Mandarin (BM) TC → target tone mistaken as
another tone under TC-induced variations → retrieve the target through
normalization
New findings [2, 3] Linguistic differences exist b/w Taiwan Mandarin (TM) &
Taiwan Southern Min (TSM) :
Magnitude of TC: TM ≈ TSM
Magnitude of normalization: TM > TSM
Tone acceptance ranges: TM > TSM

Hypothesis: Tonal distribution affects how languages deal w/ TC.

Small tone inventory a coarticulated target tone easily accepted as another lexical
tone → retreive the target tone through normalization
Large tone inventory stricter tone acceptance ranges → the coarticulated target
faithfully perceived

A view from computational simulation

Past studies [5, 6] have proved the ability of communication simulation to capture
important linguistic features through the interaction of the "speaker" and "listener"
agents.
In this study, a speaker neural agent and a listener neural agent were used to
simulate real-world tone communication under TC.

Research question
Is the hypothesis that the sizes of tone inventories affect tone perceptions under
TC supported by computational simulation?
When faced w/ different numbers of tones,
will the speaker agent demonstrate different degrees of TC?
will the listener agent demonstrate:
different degrees of normalization?
different ranges of tone acceptance?

Experiment
Dataset
Two datasets are constructed to simulate the tone inventories of TM & TSM, respec-
tively.

TM: 55/35/21/51
TSM: 55/35/21/51/33

→ tone contours presented as tuples of two floats:
(onset, offset)

In this experiment, the coarticulatory effect of the preceding tone offset on the target
tone was investigated.
Tone contour pairs For each possible tone pair, 2,048 tokens were generated:
(onset, offset, onset, offset)*2048

Singleton tone contours To train the listener agent to recognize the canonical tone
contours, an additional 2,048 tokens were generated for each tone:
(onset, offset)*2048

Model training

Figure 1. Structures of the speaker agent (left) and the listener agent (right). The blue lines indicate the flow of Phase
A; the red lines indicate the flow of Phase B.

For each of the 256 epochs,
Phase A (4 times)
singleton tones → listener

→ get tone acceptance (probability) based on tone acceptance distribution
→ get tone prediction through Phonological Layer Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
→ backpropagation ← train listner to recognize canonical tone contours

Phase B (4 times)
tone pairs → speaker

→ get degree of coarticulation based on tone pairs
→ get coarticulated pairs based on degree of coarticulation

coarticulated pairs → listener
→ get tone acceptance based on tone acceptance distribution
→ get initial tone prediction through Phonological Layer MLP
→ get final tone prediction through Normalization MLP
→ backpropagation ← simulate communication b/w listner & speaker

Analyses
The three aspects proposed in [2, 3] are analyzed as follows:
Magnitude of coarticulation: mean degree of coarticulation of speaker for
different tone pairs during validation
Magnitude of normalization: a series of target tones simulating the continuum
from the low tone (21) to the falling tone (51) following the different preceding
tones were predicted by the TM and TSM models (cf. [4]).
Tone acceptance ranges: mean standard deviations of the tone acceptance ranges
for different tones during validation

Results & discussion

Figure 2. Normalization of the listener neural agent for different preceding tones on a low-to-falling tone continuum (left:
TM; right: TSM).

Magnitude of coarticulation: mean degrees of coarticulation in the TM & TSM
models were 0.54 and 0.50. → similar degrees of TC
Magnitude of normalization: the TM model was more subject to the offset height
of the preceding tones (max interval of 0.6 vs. 0.4 in the TSM model). → larger
normalizing effects in the TM model
Tone acceptance ranges: the mean standard deviations of the TM and TSM
models were 3.35 and 2.39. → stricter acceptance ranges in the TSM model

→ Different perceptual mechanisms were found when the agents dealt w/ different
tonal distributions.
Coarticulatory resistance's influence on accuracy

Figure 3. Evaluation accuracy over different coarticulatory resistances.

→ Coarticulatory resistance does not have much impact on accuracy unless it is rela-
tively large (>0.7).
→ Ease of articulation vs. ease of perception will need to be taken into account.

Conclusion

This study demonstrates the possibility of computationally simulating real-world com-
munication and human cognitive mechanisms and its ability to allow for more direct
explanations of production and perception behaviors.
However, further efforts will be needed to also include speakers' and listeners' pur-
suit of the ease of articulation/perception to capture a more holistic picture of tonal
coarticulation.
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